HOSTING & CONNECTIVITY
Design
Fluent’s Hosting & Connectivity solution focuses on ultra-low latency, through its presence in data
centers around the globe. (NY, NJ, Chicago, Seattle, Tokyo, Hong Kong, London). Fluent can host any
part of your environment including algorithms, hardware, back/middle/front office needs, market
data, feed handler, risk management, monitoring and connectivity, or any desired combination. Built
with the latest and most advanced networking gear, Arista switches and using fiber connectivity, our
infrastructure is highly resilient, very scalable, and fully redundant. Our closed network provides the
highest level of security and our bandwidth has dedicated channels for each client. Via our Solace
integration our data is available from any point within our environment. Fluent supports 1 GigE, 10
GigE, 40 GigE and microwave connectivity. We are connected to more than 60 liquidity providers
globally including all the major exchanges and ECN’s.

Value
Fluent’s Hosting and Connectivity infrastructure is built for speed and stability. Fluent’s edge in the
marketplace resides with our abundant experience in designing and managing data centers and
hosting sites. Fluent’s connectivity to 60+ liquidity providers around the globe including all major
exchanges provides our clients access to virtually all liquidity sources. Our ability to host your
hardware within our cages globally, providing power, cooling, security, and 24/7 monitoring enables
you to focus on your business’ core activity. Only Fluent’s clients can access our infrastructure
securely with a specified user name and password. Fluent continues to invest in the latest and most
advanced hardware and software solutions, in order to keep our clients ahead of the current trends
in the marketplace. Our hardware and software solutions are designed to on-board new clients
within days rather than the typical weeks as is common in the industry. Our versatility allows for
innovative latency reducing scenarios which we continuously deliver to our clients.

Key Facts
 Data Centers around the globe
 60+ liquidity providers
 Multiple connectivity options including Microwave
 Ultra-low latency and closest proximity
 Latest cutting edge hardware and networking gear
 Data center design and management expertise
 Short on-boarding time for new clients
 All data available from any point around the globe
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